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"My First Summer in the Sierra" is a naturalist's diary detailing an hike in Sierra Nevada Mountains. John Muir
accompanied shepherds for four months, observing and taking notes about the nature of the Yosemite region and the
High Sierra.

My First Summer in the Sierra. Muir feared that the United States as he had witnessed it would gradually
become overdeveloped, and he wrote extensively about the importance of protecting the natural landscape and
wildlife of the country. His work was instrumental in the creation of the national parks, including
Yellowstone, Yosemite, Mount Rainier , and Grand Canyon National Park, and his writing inspired many of
the conservation programs enacted by President Theodore Roosevelt , including the first National Monuments
by Presidential Proclamation. Muir was an amateur naturalist, and his descriptions of rocks and vegetation
show a command of basic mineralogy and botany. Likewise, his description of the history of a raindrop shows
an understanding of the hydrologic cycle, particularly the role of stored groundwater in the maintenance of
perennial stream flow. His travelogue contains a mixture of high adventure and studious observations of the
flora, fauna, and geology of the Yosemite region. He was the first to suggest that Yosemite Valley is the
product of glaciation. Before Muir had arrived in California, prominent California geologist Josiah Whitney
had visited Yosemite and inferred that the steep-walled valley was a graben, the geological term for a
fault-bounded block of rock lowered relative to the blocks on either side. This was in part because Whitney
recognized that Yosemite was unlike the well-known glaciated valleys of Europe. Several years of traveling
through the Yosemite region, however, convinced Muir that the valley was carved by glaciation. The
controversy was settled by a U. Geological Survey report that concluded Yosemite Valley owed its unique
shape to a combination of glacial and river erosion of fractured rocks. Thus, although its shape is not solely
the result of glaciation, glaciers played an important part in the history of Yosemite Valley. Although
Yosemite Valley was no doubt known to Native Americans for centuries, it was not entered by non- Native
Americans until , two years after the California gold rush began in News of its scenic beauty spread and the
valley was soon the site of homes, hotels, orchards, and heavily grazed meadows. President Abraham Lincoln
ceded Yosemite Valley to the State of California in so that it could be preserved in the public trust. Despite the
protected status of the Yosemite Valley, heavy grazing threatened meadows around the protected area. Muir
was a co-founder of the Sierra Club , which was created to advocate the protection of Yosemite Valley from
grazing interests, and served as its president until his death in The Yosemite July Sunshine over all; no breath
of wind to stir the brooding calm. Never before had I seen so glorious a landscape, so boundless an affluence
of sublime mountain beauty. The most extravagant description I might give of this view to any one who has
not seen similar landscapes with his own eyes would not so much as hint its grandeur and the spiritual glow
that covered it. I shouted and gesticulated in a wild burst of ecstasy, much to the astonishment of St. Bernard
Carlo, who came running up to me, manifesting in his intelligent eyes a puzzled concern that was very
ludicrous, which had the effect of bringing me to my senses. A brown bear, too, it would seem, had been a
spectator of the show I had made of myself, for I had gone but a few yards when I started one from a thicket of
brush. He evidently considered me dangerous, for he ran away very fast, tumbling over the tops of the tangled
manzanita bushes in his haste. Carlo drew back, with his ears depressed as if afraid, and kept looking me in the
face, as if expecting me to pursue and shoot, for he had seen many a bear battle in his day. The noble
wallsâ€”sculptured into endless variety of domes and gables, spires and battlements and plain mural
precipicesâ€”all a tremble with the thunder tones of the falling water. The level bottom seemed to be dressed
like a garden,â€”sunny meadows here and there, and groves of pine and oak; the river of Mercy sweeping in
majesty through the midst of them and flashing back the sunbeams. The great Tissiack, or Half-Dome, rising
at the upper end of the valley to a height of nearly a mile, is nobly proportioned and life-like, the most
impressive of all the rocks, holding the eye in devout admiration, calling it back again and again from falls or
meadows, or even the mountains beyondâ€”marvelous cliffs, marvelous in sheer dizzy depth and sculpture,
types of endurance. Thousands of years have they stood in the sky exposed to rain, snow, frost, earthquake and
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avalanche, yet they still wear the bloom of youth. I rambled along the valley rim to the westward; most of it is
rounded off on the very brink, so that it is not easy to find places where one may look clear down the face of
the wall to the bottom. When such places were found, and I had cautiously set my feet and drawn my body
erect, I could not help fearing a little that the rock might split off and let me down, and what a downâ€”more
than three thousand feet. Still my limbs did not tremble, nor did I feel the least uncertainty as to the reliance to
be placed on them. My only fear was that a flake of the granite, which in some places showed joints more or
less open and running parallel with the face of the cliff, might give way. After a mile or so of this memorable
cliff work I approached Yosemite Creek, admiring its easy, graceful, confident gestures as it comes bravely
forward in its narrow channel, singing the last of its mountain songs on its way to its fateâ€”a few rods more
over the shining granite, then down half a mile in snowy foam to another world, to be lost in the Merced,
where climate, vegetation, inhabitants, all are different. Emerging from its last gorge, it glides in wide
lace-like rapids down a smooth incline into a pool where it seems to rest and compose its gray, agitated waters
before taking the grand plunge, then slowly slipping over the lip of the pool basin, it descends another glossy
slope with rapidly accelerated speed to the brink of the tremendous cliff, and with sublime, fateful confidence
springs out free in the air. I took off my shoes and stockings and worked my way cautiously down alongside
the rushing flood, keeping my feet and hands pressed firmly on the polished rock. The booming, roaring
water, rushing past close to my head, was very exciting. I had expected that the sloping apron would terminate
with the perpendicular wall of the valley, and that from the foot of it, where it is less steeply inclined, I should
be able to lean far enough out to see the forms and behavior of the fall all the way down to the bottom. But I
found that there was yet another small brow over which I could not see, and which appeared to be too steep for
mortal feet. But there seemed to be no way of reaching it over so steep a brow. At length, after careful scrutiny
of the surface, I found an irregular edge of a flake of the rock some distance back from the margin of the
torrent. If I was to get down to the brink at all that rough edge, which might offer slight finger holds, was the
only way. But the slope beside it looked dangerously smooth and steep, and the swift roaring flood beneath,
overhead, and beside me was very nerve-trying. I therefore concluded not to venture farther, but did
nevertheless. Tufts of artemisia were growing in clefts of the rock near by, and I filled my mouth with the
bitter leaves, hoping they might help to prevent giddiness. Then, with a caution not known in ordinary
circumstances, I crept down safely to the little ledge, got my heels well planted on it, then shuffled in a
horizontal direction twenty or thirty feet until close to the outplunging current, which, by the time it had
descended thus far, was already white. Here I obtained a perfectly free view down into the heart of the snowy,
chanting throng of comet-like streamers, into which the body of the fall soon separates. While perched on that
narrow niche I was not distinctly conscious of danger. How long I remained down there, or how I returned, I
can hardly tell. Anyhow I had a glorious time, and got back to camp about dark, enjoying triumphant
exhilaration soon followed by dull weariness. Yet such a day is well worth venturing for. My first view of the
High Sierra, first view looking down into Yosemite, the death song of Yosemite Creek, and its flight over the
vast cliff, each one of these is of itself enough for a great life-long landscape fortuneâ€”a most memorable day
of daysâ€”enjoyment enough to kill if that were possible. Kept starting up last night in a nervous tremor, half
awake, fancying that the foundation of the mountain we were camped on had given way and was falling into
Yosemite Valley. In vain I roused myself to make a new beginning for sound sleep. The nerve strain had been
too great, and again and again I dreamed I was rushing through the air above a glorious avalanche of water and
rocks. One time, springing to my feet, I said, "This time it is realâ€”all must die, and where could mountaineer
find a more glorious death! Crossed the head of Indian Basin, forested with Abies magnifica, underbrush
mostly Ceanothus cordulatus and manzanita, a mixture not easily trampled over or penetrated, for the
ceanothus is thorny and grows in dense snow-pressed masses, and the manzanita has exceedingly crooked,
stubborn branches. Here are many fine meadows imbedded in the woods, gay with Lilium parvum and its
companions; the elevation, about eight thousand feet, seems to be best suited for itâ€”saw specimens that were
a foot or two higher than my head. Had more magnificent views of the upper mountains, and of the great
South Dome, said to be the grandest rock in the world. Well it may be, since it is of such noble dimensions
and sculpture. A wonderfully impressive monument, its lines exquisite in fineness, and though sublime in size,
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is finished like the finest work of art, and seems to be alive. Here we intend to stay several weeks,â€”a fine
location from which to make excursions about the great valley and its fountains. But the vast mountains in the
distance, shall I ever know them, shall I be allowed to enter into their midst and dwell with them? Now the
storm is past, and the fresh washed air is full of the essences of the flower gardens and groves. Winter storms
in Yosemite must be glorious. May I see them! Have got my bed made in our new camp,â€”plushy,
sumptuous, and deliciously fragrant, most of it magnifica fir plumes, of course, with a variety of sweet flowers
in the pillow. Hope to sleep to-night without tottering nerve-dreams. Watched a deer eating ceanothus leaves
and twigs. Strange the danger of that adventure should be more troublesome now that I am in the bosom of the
peaceful woods, a mile or more from the fall, than it was while I was on the brink of it. Bears seem to be
common here, judging by their tracks. About noon we had another rain-storm with keen startling thunder, the
metallic, ringing, clashing, clanging notes gradually fading into low bass rolling and muttering in the distance.
For a few minutes the rain came in a grand torrent like a waterfall, then hail; some of the hailstones an inch in
diameter, hard, icy, and irregular in form, like those oftentimes seen in Wisconsin. Carlo watched them with
intelligent astonishment as they came pelting and thrashing through the quivering branches of the trees. The
cloud scenery sublime. Afternoon calm, sunful, and clear, with delicious freshness and fragrance from the firs
and flowers and steaming ground. The pale rose and purple sky changing softly to daffodil yellow and white,
sunbeams pouring through the passes between the peaks and over the Yosemite domes, making their edges
burn; the silver firs in the middle ground catching the glow on their spiry tops, and our camp grove fills and
thrills with the glorious light. Everything awakening alert and joyful; the birds begin to stir and innumerable
insect people. Deer quietly withdraw into leafy hiding-places in the chaparral; the dew vanishes, flowers
spread their petals, every pulse beats high, every life cell rejoices, the very rocks seem to thrill with life. The
whole landscape glows like a human face in a glory of enthusiasm, and the blue sky, pale around the horizon,
bends peacefully down over all like one vast flower. About noon, as usual, big bossy cumuli began to grow
above the forest, and the rain storm pouring from them is the most imposing I have yet seen. The silvery
zigzag lightning lances are longer than usual, and the thunder gloriously impressive, keen, crashing, intensely
concentrated, speaking with such tremendous energy it would seem that an entire mountain is being shattered
at every stroke, but probably only a few trees are being shattered, many of which I have seen on my walks
hereabouts strewing the ground. At last the clear ringing strokes are succeeded by deep low tones that grow
gradually fainter as they roll afar into the recesses of the echoing mountains, where they seem to be welcomed
home. Then another and another peal, or rather crashing, splintering stroke, follows in quick succession,
perchance splitting some giant pine or fir from top to bottom into long rails and slivers, and scattering them to
all points of the compass. Now comes the rain, with corresponding extravagant grandeur, covering the ground
high and low with a sheet of flowing water, a transparent film fitted like a skin upon the rugged anatomy of
the landscape, making the rocks glitter and glow, gathering in the ravines, flooding the streams, and making
them shout and boom in reply to the thunder. How interesting to trace the history of a single raindrop! It is not
long, geologically speaking, as we have seen, since the first raindrops fell on the newborn leafless Sierra
landscapes. How different the lot of these falling now! Happy the showers that fall on so fair a
wilderness,â€”scarce a single drop can fail to find a beautiful spot,â€”on the tops of the peaks, on the shining
glacier pavements, on the great smooth domes, on forests and gardens and brushy moraines, plashing, glinting,
pattering, laving. Some go to the high snowy fountains to swell their well-saved stores; some into the lakes,
washing the mountain windows, patting their smooth glassy levels, making dimples and bubbles and spray;
some into the water-falls and cascades, as if eager to join in their dance and song and beat their foam yet finer;
good luck and good work for the happy mountain raindrops, each one of them a high waterfall in itself,
descending from the cliffs and hollows of the clouds to the cliffs and hollows of the rocks, out of the
sky-thunder into the thunder of the falling rivers. Some, falling on meadows and bogs, creep silently out of
sight to the grass roots, hiding softly as in a nest, slipping, oozing hither, thither, seeking and finding their
appointed work. Some, descending through the spires of the woods, sift spray through the shining needles,
whispering peace and good cheer to each one of them. Some drops with happy aim glint on the sides of
crystals,â€”quartz, hornblende, garnet, zircon, tourmaline, feldspar,â€”patter on grains of gold and heavy
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way-worn nuggets; some, with blunt plap-plap and low bass drumming, fall on the broad leaves of veratrum,
saxifrage, cypripedium. Some happy drops fall straight into the cups of flowers, kissing the lips of lilies. Now
the storm is over, the sky is clear, the last rolling thunder-wave is spent on the peaks, and where are the
raindrops nowâ€”what has become of all the shining throng? In winged vapor rising some are already
hastening back to the sky, some have gone into the plants, creeping through invisible doors into the round
rooms of cells, some are locked in crystals of ice, some in rock crystals, some in porous moraines to keep their
small springs flowing, some have gone journeying on in the rivers to join the larger raindrop of the ocean. His
adventurous travelogues and passionate writing about the natural world were published in the major
magazines of his time.
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The spring begins with the first rain storm, which usually falls in November. In a few months the wonderful
flowery vegetation is in full bloom, and by the end of May it is dead and dry and crisp, as if every plant had
been roasted in an oven. Then the lolling, panting flocks and herds are driven to the high, cool, green pastures
of the Sierra. While I was anxiously brooding on the bread problem, so troublesome to wanderers, and trying
to believe that I might learn to live like the wild animals, gleaning nourishment here and there from seeds,
berries, etc. Delaney, a sheep-owner, for whom I had worked a few weeks, called on me, and offered to
engage me to go with his shepherd and flock to the headwaters of the Merced and Tuolumne Rivers â€” the
very region I had most in mind. I was in the mood to accept work of any kind that would take me into the
mountains whose treasures I had tasted last summer in the Yosemite region. The flock, he explained, would be
moved gradually higher through the successive forest belts as the snow melted, stopping for a few weeks at the
best places we came to. These I thought would be good centers of observation from which I might be able to
make many telling excursions within a radius of eight or ten miles of the camps to learn something of the
plants, animals, and rocks; for he assured me that I should be left perfectly free to follow my studies. I judged,
however, that I was in no way the right man for the place, and freely explained my shortcomings, confessing
that I was wholly unacquainted with the topography of the upper mountains, the streams that would have to be
crossed, and the wild sheep-eating animals, etc. Fortunately these shortcomings seemed insignificant to Mr.
The main thing, he said, was to have a man about the camp whom he could trust to see that the shepherd did
his duty, and he assured me that the difficulties that seemed so formidable at a distance would vanish as we
went on; encouraging me further by saying that the shepherd would do all the herding, that I could study
plants and rocks and scenery as much as I liked, and that he would himself accompany us to the first main
camp and make occasional visits to our higher ones to replenish our store of provisions and see how we
prospered. Therefore I concluded to go, though still fearing, when I saw the silly sheep bouncing one by one
through the narrow gate of the home corral to be counted, that of the two thousand and fifty many would never
return. I was fortunate in getting a fine St. Bernard dog for a companion. His master, a hunter with whom I
was slightly acquainted, came to me as soon as he heard that I was going to spend the summer in the Sierra
and begged me to take his favorite dog, Carlo, with me, for he feared that if he were compelled to stay all
summer on the plains the fierce heat might be the death of him. He knows all about the mountain animals, will
guard the camp, assist in managing the sheep, and in every way be found able and faithful. Calling him by
name, I asked him if he was willing to go with me. He looked me in the face with eyes expressing wonderful
intelligence, then turned to his master, and after permission was given by a wave of the hand toward me and a
farewell patting caress, he quietly followed me as if he perfectly understood all that had been said and had
known me always. This morning provisions, camp-kettles, blankets, plant-press, etc. Delaney, bony and tall,
with sharply hacked profile like Don Quixote, leading the pack-horses, Billy, the proud shepherd, a Chinaman
and a Digger Indian to assist in driving for the first few days in the brushy foothills, and myself with notebook
tied to my belt. The home ranch from which we set out is on the south side of the Tuolumne River near French
Bar, where the foothills of metamorphic gold-bearing slates dip below the stratified de posits of the Central
Valley. We had not gone more than a mile before some of the old lead ers of the flock showed by the eager,
inquiring way they ran and looked ahead that they were thinking of the high pastures they had enjoyed last
summer. Soon the whole flock seemed to be hopefully excited, the mothers calling their lambs, the lambs
replying in tones wonderfully human, their fondly quavering calls interrupted now and then by hastily
snatched mouthfuls of withered grass. In case a tired lamb, half asleep in the smothering dust, should fail to
answer, its mother would come running back through the flock toward the spot whence its last response was
heard, and refused to be comforted until she found it, the one of a thousand, though to our eyes and ears all
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seemed alike. The flock traveled at the rate of about a mile an hour, outspread in the form of an irregular
triangle, about a hundred yards wide at the base, and a hundred and fifty yards long, with a crooked,
ever-changing point made up of the strongest foragers, called the "leaders," which, with the most active of
those scattered along the ragged sides of the "main body," hastily explored nooks in the rocks and bushes for
grass and leaves; the lambs and feeble old mothers dawdling in the rear were called the "tail end. The
landscape is only wavering foothills roughened here and there with bushes and trees and out cropping masses
of slate. The trees, mostly the blue oak Quercus Douglasif , are about thirty to forty feet high, with pale
blue-green leaves and white bark, sparsely planted on the thinnest soil or in crevices of rocks beyond the reach
of grass fires. The slates in many places rise abruptly through the tawny grass in sharp lichen-covered slabs
like tombstones in deserted burying-grounds. With the exception of the oak and four or five species of
manzanita and ceanothus, the vegetation of the foothills is mostly the same as that of the plains. I saw this
region in the early spring, when it was a charming landscape garden full of birds and bees and flowers. Now
the scorching weather makes everything dreary. A few rattlesnakes lie coiled in out-of-the-way places, but are
seldom seen. Magpies and crows, usually so noisy, are silent now, standing in mixed flocks on the ground
beneath the best shade trees, with bills wide open and wings drooped, too breathless to speak; the quails also
are trying to keep in the shade about the few tepid alkaline water-holes; cottontail rabbits are running from
shade to shade among the ceanothus brush, and occasionally the long-eared hare is seen cantering gracefully
across the wider openings. Sheep in the Mountains After a short noon rest in a grove, the poor dust-choked
flock was again driven ahead over the brushy hills, but the dim roadway we had been following faded away
just where it was most needed, compelling us to stop to look about us and get our bearings. The Chinaman
seemed to think we were lost, and chattered in pidgin English concerning the abundance of "litty stick"
chaparral , while the Indian silently scanned the billowy ridges and gulches for openings. Pushing through the
thorny jungle, we at length discovered a road trending toward Coulterville, which we followed until an hour
before sunset, when we reached a dry ranch and camped for the night. Camping in the foothills with a flock of
sheep is simple and easy, but far from pleasant. The sheep were allowed to pick what they could find in the
neighborhood until after sun set, watched by the shepherd, while the others gathered wood, made a fire,
cooked, unpacked and fed the horses, etc. About dusk the weary sheep were gathered on the highest open spot
near camp, where they willingly bunched close together, and after each mother had found her lamb and
suckled it, all lay down and required no attention until morning. Supper was announced by the call, "Grub!
The Indian kept in the background, saying never a word, as if he be longed, to another species. The meal
finished, the dogs were fed, the smokers smoked by the fire, and under the influences of fullness and tobacco
the calm that settled on their faces seemed almost divine, something like the mellow meditative glow
portrayed on the countenances of saints. The fire smouldered and flickered an hour or two longer; the stars
shone brighter; coons, coyotes, and owls stirred the silence here and there, while crickets and hylas made a
cheerful, continuous music, so fitting and full that it seemed a part of the very body of the night. The only
discordance came from a snoring sleeper, and the coughing sheep with dust in their throats. In the star light the
flock looked like a big gray blanket. The camp was astir at daybreak; coffee, bacon, and beans formed the
breakfast, followed by quick dish-washing and packing. A general bleating began about sunrise. As soon as a
mother ewe arose, her lamb came bounding and bunting for its breakfast, and after the thousand youngsters
had been suckled the flock began to nibble and spread. The restless wethers with ravenous appetites were the
first to move, but dared not go far from the main body. Billy and the Indian and the China man kept them
headed along the weary road, and allowed them to pick up what little they could find on a breadth of about a
quarter of a mile. But as several flocks had already gone ahead of us, scarce a leaf, green or dry, was left;
therefore the starving flock had to be hurried on over the bare, hot hills to the nearest of the green pastures,
about twenty or thirty miles from here. The pack-animals were led by Don Quixote, a heavy rifle over his
shoulder intended for bears and wolves. This day has been as hot and dusty as the first, leading over gently
sloping brown hills, with mostly the same vegetation, excepting the strange-looking Sabine pine Pinus
Sabiniana , which here forms small groves or is scattered among the blue oaks. The trunk divides at a height of
fifteen or twenty feet into two or more stems, out-leaning or nearly upright, with many straggling branches
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and long gray needles, casting but little shade. In general appearance this tree looks more like a palm than a
pine. The cones are about six or seven inches long, about five in diameter, very heavy, and last long after they
fall, so that the ground beneath the trees is covered with them. The nuts, the Don tells me, are gathered in large
quantities by the Digger Indians for food. They are about as large and hard-shelled as hazelnuts â€” food and
fire fit for the gods from the same fruit. This morning a few hours after setting out with the crawling
sheep-cloud, we gained the summit of the first well-defined bench on the mountain-flank at Pino Blanco. The
Sabine pines interest me greatly. They are so airy and strangely palm-like I was eager to sketch them, and was
in a fever of excitement without accomplishing much. I managed to halt long enough, however, to make a
tolerably fair sketch of Pino Blanco peak from the southwest side, where there is a small field and vineyard
irrigated by a stream that makes a pretty fall on its way down a gorge by the roadside. After gaining the open
summit of this first bench, feeling the natural exhilaration due to the slight elevation of a thousand feet or so,
and the hopes excited concerning the out look to be obtained, a magnificent section of the Merced Valley at
what is called Horse shoe Bend came full in sight â€” a glorious wilderness that seemed to be calling with a
thousand songful voices. Bold, down-sweeping slopes, feathered with pines and clumps of manzanita with
sunny, open spaces be tween them, make up most of the foreground; the middle and background present fold
be yond fold of finely modeled hills and ridges rising into mountain-like masses in the distance, all covered
with a shaggy growth of chaparral, mostly adenostoma, planted so marvelously close and even that it looks
like soft, rich plush without a single tree or bare spot. As far as the eye can reach it extends, a heaving,
swelling sea of green as regular and continuous as that produced by the heaths of Scotland. The sculpture of
the landscape is as striking in its main lines as in its lavish richness of detail; a grand congregation of massive
heights with the river shining between, each carved into smooth, graceful folds with out leaving a single rocky
angle exposed, as if the delicate fluting and ridging fashioned out of metamorphic slates had been carefully
sandpapered. How wonderful the power of its beauty! Gazing awe-stricken, I might have left everything for it.
Glad, endless work would then be mine tracing the forces that have brought forth its features, its rocks and
plants and animals and glorious weather. Beauty beyond thought everywhere, beneath, above, made and being
made for ever. We are now on what may be called the second bench or plateau of the Range, after making
many small ups and downs over belts of hill-waves, with, of course, corresponding changes in the vegetation.
Here also at a height of about twenty-five hundred feet we come to the edge of the great coniferous forest,
made up mostly of yellow pine with just a few sugar pines. We are now in the mountains and they are in us,
kindling enthusiasm, making every nerve quiver, filling every pore and cell of us. Our flesh-and-bone
tabernacle seems transparent as glass to the beauty about us, as if truly an inseparable part of it,, thrilling with
the air and trees, streams and rocks, in the waves of the sun, â€” a part of all nature, neither old nor young,
sick nor well, but immortal. Just now I can hardly conceive of any bodily condition dependent on food or
breath any more than the ground or the sky. How glorious a conversion, so complete and wholesome it is,
scarce memory enough of old bondage days left as a standpoint to view it from! In this new ness of life we
seem to have been so always. Through a meadow opening in the pine woods I see snowy peaks about the head
waters of the Merced above Yosemite. How near they seem and how clear their outlines on the blue air, or
rather in the blue air; for they seem to be saturated with it. How consuming strong the invitation they extend!
Shall I be allowed to go to them? Some one worthy will go, able for the Godful work, yet as far as I can I must
drift about these love-monument mountains, glad to be a servant of servants in so holy a wilderness. Found a
lovely lily Calochortus albus in a shady adenostoma thicket near Coulterville, in company with Adiantum
Chilense. It is white with a faint purplish tinge inside at the base of the petals, a most impressive plant, pure as
a snow crystal, one of the plant saints that all must love and be made so much the purer by it every time it is
seen. It puts the roughest mountaineer on his good behavior. With this plant the whole world would seem rich
though none other existed. It is not easy to keep on with the camp cloud while such plant people are standing
preaching by the wayside. During the afternoon we passed a fine meadow bounded by stately pines, mostly the
arrowy yellow pine, with here and there a noble sugar pine, its feathery arms outspread above the spires of its
companion species in marked contrast; a glorious tree, its cones fifteen to twenty inches long, swinging like
tassels at the ends of the branches with superb ornamental effect. Saw some logs of this species at the Greeley
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Mill. They are round and regular as if turned in a lathe, excepting the butt cuts, which have a few buttressing
projections. The fragrance of the sugary sap is delicious and scents the mill and lumber yard. How beautiful
the ground beneath this pine thickly strewn with slender needles and grand cones, and the piles of cone-scales,
seed-wings and shells around the in step of each tree where the squirrels have been feasting! They get the
seeds by cutting off the scales at the base in regular order, following their spiral arrangement, and the two
seeds at the base of each scale, a hundred or two in a cone, must make a good meal. The yellow pine cones
and those of most other species and genera are held upside down on the ground by the Douglas squirrel, and
turned around gradually until stripped, while he sits usually with his back to a tree, probably for safety.
Strange to say, he never seems to get himself smeared with gum, not even his paws or whiskers â€” and how
cleanly and beautiful in color the cone-litter kitchen-middens he makes. We are now approaching the region of
clouds and cool streams. Magnificent white cumuli appeared about noon above the Yosemite region, â€”
floating fountains refreshing the glorious wilderness, â€” sky mountains in whose pearly hills and dales the
streams take their rise, â€” blessing with cooling shadows and rain. No rock landscape is more varied in
sculpture, none more delicately modeled than these landscapes of the sky; domes and peaks rising, swelling,
white as finest marble and firmly outlined, a most impressive manifestation of world building. Every
rain-cloud, however fleeting, leaves its mark, not only on trees and flowers whose pulses are quickened, and
on the replenished streams and lakes, but also on the rocks are its marks engraved whether we can see them or
not.
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3: My First Summer in the Sierra Analysis - www.enganchecubano.com
First Summer in the Sierra was a delight to read. John Muir's diary is fascinating due to his capacity of describing the
different landscapes along his route as one of the shepherds tending a big flock of sheeps the Yosemite River Valley
and the High Sierra.

John Muir accompanied shepherds for four months, observing and taking notes about the nature of the
Yosemite region and the High Sierra. His journal contains both romanti Here I could stay tethered forever with
just bread and water, nor would I be lonely; loved friends and neighbors, as love for everything increased,
would seem all the nearer however many the miles and mountains between us. Another glorious Sierra day in
which one seems to be dissolved and absorbed and sent pulsing onward we know not where. Life seems
neither long nor short, and we take no more heed to save time or make haste than do the trees and stars. This is
true freedom, a good practical sort of immortality. Muir is a scientist and he took this journey as one, but
almost every entry in his diary betrays his love and awe of nature. I think it was one of the major reasons I
enjoyed this book so much. He writes about the specific sites they visit along the way, the weather, the
shepherds and sheep who accompany him. And believe it or not, it was interesting! Having escaped restraint,
they were, like some people we know of, afraid of their freedom, did not know what to do with it, and seemed
glad to get back into the old familiar bondage. I found out about this book because it was mentioned in Wild:
This resonates with me. It was really interesting to read the perspective of a person who undertook such a
journey years ago, without any of the fancy modern gear! The deeper the solitude the less the sense of
loneliness, and the nearer our friends. So this was fascinating. Also, apparently, travel blogs are not a new
thing. I continued readi I vacillated between being completely absorbed in this book to being bored out of my
mind. I continued reading despite this because his writing is beautiful. Every time I considered to just leave
the book, he said something absolutely stunning. I also really enjoyed his sense of humour, especially when it
came to talking about the two-thousand sheep he was traveling with. He constantly talks about them as "the
grand mass of mutton" or "the wool bundles" or "the woolly locusts. His outlook on the world is so close to
my own. I feel like I can really related to his writings. Themes that make sense to me: I took Beautiful and
inspiring.
4: My First Summer in the Sierra | www.enganchecubano.com
My first summer in the Sierra (Boston, New York: Houghton Mifflin company, ). vii, p., front., illus., plates. 21 cm.
Illustrations from drawings made by the author in and from photographs by Herbert W. Gleason.

5: My First Summer in the Sierra Quotes by John Muir
This time, Scot Miller takes on the seminal work of John Muir, My First Summer in the Sierra. The book details Muir's
first extended trip to the Sierra Nevada in what is now Yosemite National Park, a landscape that entranced him
immediately and had a profound effect on his life.

6: My First Summer in the Sierra: th Anniversary Illustrated Edition by John Muir & Scot Miller
My first summer in the Sierra () is based on Muir's original journals and sketches of his stay in the Sierras. Hired to
supervise a San Joaquin sheep owner's flock at the headwaters of the Merced and Tulomne Rivers, Muir sets out for the
mountains in June, returning to the Valley in September.

7: My First Summer in the Sierra - John Muir - Google Books
The journal of nature-lover John Muir who spent the summer of walking California's Sierra Nevada range. From French
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Bar to Mono Lake and the Yosemite Valley, Muir was awestruck by everything.

8: Reading For Sanity : A Book Review Blog: My First Summer in the Sierra - John Muir
So taken with this landscape was he that he wrote a book, My First Summer in the Sierra, in A century later this book
has been revisited in a special th anniversary edition, one with striking photography.

9: My First Summer in the Sierra - free PDF, CHM, EPUB, FB2
The publication of "My First Summer in the Sierra" inspired many to journey there, and this newly illustrated anniversary
edition will surely inspire many more.
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